UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-EAU CLAIRE
STUDENT SENATE RESOLUTION

IN RECOGNITION OF ADAM PATRICK SORELLE’S SERVICE
TO THE STUDENT BODY

WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle has served as On-Campus Senator, Off-Campus Senator, Chief of Staff/Treasurer, Public Relations Commission Director, Acting Secretary, and Academic Affairs Commission Director; and

WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle made more money than the Student Body President; and

WHEREAS, the Adam Sorelle arm flail is an art form; and

WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle was so important he got two desks; and

WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle failed to keep either of these desks clean or orderly; and

WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle was always politically correct, pointing out when things were African-American; and

WHEREAS, ka-kaw; and

WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle was always reliable for pointing out “phallic logic;” and

WHEREAS, despite not always having a lot to do with PR, Adam’s PR Commission meetings were always very enjoyable; and
WHEREAS, Pictionary, the Student Senate edition, was a great invention of Adam's; and
WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle received the price floor on the Blugold Commitment from a guy who may have been a Regent or may have just been "some old white guy;" and
WHEREAS, we should put the ball in Adam's court; and
WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle has never been generous with his legally-proscribed Vicodin; and
WHEREAS, because of Adam Sorelle, Student Senate will do it live; and
WHEREAS, students have Adam Sorelle to thank for the Blugold Commitment; and
WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle has always stayed the course; and
WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle was completely and utterly successful at introducing the Blugold Creed; and
WHEREAS, erroneous, erroneous on all accounts; and
WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle and Mike Wick are one soul in two bodies; and
WHEREAS, Adam is the oldest fetus in the world; and
WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle on a weekly basis wonders why a certain beverage is gone; and
WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle once fist bumped Regent Loftus; and
WHEREAS, Adam rarely gets angry but is frequently disappointed; and
WHEREAS, “Liberal” Adam Sorelle, to this day, still defends the “bikes for foreign kids” program; and

WHEREAS, through his work on Student Senate, Adam Sorelle has learned to not wear a brown belt with black shoes; and

WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle has made “Bad Romance” by Lady Gaga the official anthem of Student Senate; and

WHEREAS, Cassidy Brandt is number one; and

WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle frequently defended his arguments by stating, “…but Mike Wick said…”; and

WHEREAS, because of Adam Sorelle, the student court is going to solve all problems in the world; and

WHEREAS, Adam is obsessed with the mechanics of chickens and pantsuits; and

WHEREAS, due to his work on the Blugold Commitment the “Jamelske Conference Center” in the Provost’s office will now be the “Sorelle Conference Center;” and

WHEREAS, since returning from Spring Break 2010, Adam has returned a vampire and sports the “Edward Cullen” hair; and

WHEREAS, Adam may, or may not, actually be Bill O’Reilly; and

WHEREAS, mazel tov; and

WHEREAS, Adam has mad polka skills, and

WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle protected the Senate by making loud bird noises to warn of pending danger;
WHEREAS, the Student Senate thanks the Myrtle Beach Police for returning Adam Sorelle to us; and
WHEREAS, Student Senate will now have to limit speaking turns; and
WHEREAS, Adam is an incredible friend; and
WHEREAS, Adam will be “Sorelley” missed; and
WHEREAS, stay the course; and
WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle has been a tireless servant of the student body of the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire; and
WHEREAS, Adam Sorelle is officially, to date, the hardest working Academic Affairs Commission Director in history;
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Student Senate formally recognizes the excellent dedication, commitment, and service to the student body of Adam Patrick Sorelle; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that Adam Sorelle is a leading example of hard work, integrity, and humility; and
BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that a copy of this resolution be placed in Adam Sorelle’s permanent education file.
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